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The Knowledge Norm of Belief 
1. Doxastic Normativism 
A sizeable number of philosophers hold that belief is constitutively normative (see, e.g., Shah 
2003; Shah and Velleman 2005; Boghossian 2005; Whiting 2010; Fassio 2011; Gibbard 2012; 
Engel 2013; Wedgwood 2013; Raleigh 2013; Greenberg 2018). Let doxastic normativism (‘nor-
mativism’ hereafter) be the thesis that certain norms are constitutive of or essential to belief, such 
that no mental state not subject to those norms will count as a belief. 
A common proposal is that a belief is correct just in case its propositional content is true. That 
is, normativists accept something like the following principle: 
(C) ∀p: The belief that p is correct if and only if p is true. 
Denying that ‘correct’ simply means ‘true’, the normativist insists that correctness is an essen-
tially normative notion. Given this, normativists hold that correct beliefs are the beliefs subjects 
ought to have. Thus many normativists hold that belief is essentially governed by a ‘truth norm’: 
(T) ∀S, p: S ought to believe that p if and only if p is true. 
In recent influential work, Krister Bykvist and Anandi Hattiangadi raise a number of objec-
tions to (T) and its variants, primarily concerning the formulation of truth norms (Bykvist and 
Hattiangadi 2007, 2013). In this paper, I propose that we construe the fundamental norm of belief 
as a knowledge norm, rather than a truth norm. I will argue that a specific version of the 
knowledge norm – one that has a subject’s obligation to believe that p depend on her being in a 
position to know that p – avoids these well-known difficulties with truth norms. 




The goal of this paper is modest. I do not attempt to sketch a positive normativist theory, nor 
do I attempt to show that the knowledge norm I defend is constitutive of belief. Rather, I only 
want to show that a knowledge norm formulated with the help of the notion of being in a position 
to know is an option the normativist should explore further. For although the norm I defend 
doesn’t seem to succumb to the difficulties Bykvist and Hattiangadi raise against normativism, 
there remain unanswered questions concerning the logic and semantics of ‘being in a position to 
know’ that demand careful attention. 
2. Truth Norms and their Logical Forms 
According to Bykvist and Hattiangadi (‘B&H’ hereafter), belief is not constitutively normative. 
They argue that truth norms for belief are either false or impose unsatisfiable requirements on 
believers. For one thing, (T) is ambiguous, since its ought operator can take either a narrow 
scope or a wide scope over the biconditional. The narrow scope reading (TN) runs as follows: 
(TN) ∀S, p: S ought to (believe that p) if and only if p is true (B&H 2007, p. 278). 
I will only be concerned with the narrow scope reading, which requires the subject to believe that 
p on the condition that p is true.1 (TN) is the conjunction of two conditionals: 
(TN*) ∀S, p: If p is true, then S ought to (believe that p). 
(TN**) ∀S, p: If S ought to (believe that p), then p is true.2 
Since there are infinitely many true propositions (some of which are ungraspably complex), 
(TN*) – according which the truth of p is a sufficient condition on S’s being such that she ought 
 
1 For discussion of the wide scope reading, see B&H (2007, pp. 283-84). 
2 Alternatively: ‘S ought to (believe that p) only if p is true’. 




to believe that p – is clearly false. More precisely, it violates the widely accepted principle ac-
cording to which ‘ought’ implies ‘can’: 
(‘Ought’ Implies ‘Can’) If S ought to φ, then it is possible for S to φ.3 
On the other hand, (TN**) – according to which the truth of p is a necessary condition on S’s be-
ing such that she ought to believe that p – is too weak. For if p is true, it doesn’t follow from (TN-
**) that S ought to believe that p. And if p is false, all that follows is that S lacks an obligation to 
believe that p; it doesn’t follow that S has an obligation not to believe that p. Thus when p is 
false, it is permissible according to (TN**) for S to believe that p. The norm is too weak. 
B&H also consider and reject a proposal from Ralph Wedgwood which seems, initially, to 
dissolve the foregoing objections to normativism (cf. Wedgwood 2013). Wedgwood suggests we 
restrict the true propositions one ought to believe to propositions one has considered: 
(T*) ∀S, p: If S considers whether p, then S ought to (believe that p) if and only if p is true. 
(T*) would seem to solve the problem, since it doesn’t violate (‘Ought’ Implies ‘Can’). But there 
are some propositions – Moore-paradoxical propositions, or ‘blindspots’ (Sorensen 1988) – 
which it is logically impossible to believe truly. For example: 
It is raining and nobody believes that it is raining. 
There are no believers. 
Dogs bark but I don’t believe that dogs bark. 
 
3 (‘Ought’ Implies ‘Can’) is not entirely uncontroversial. See, e.g., Mizrahi (2012). 




And so on. If you believe that there are no believers, then it is false that there are no believers, in 
which case you lack an obligation (according to (T*)) to believe that there are no believers. Like-
wise, if it is true that there are no believers, then you don’t believe that there are no believers. 
B&H’s objection to (T*) is that in the case of true blindspot propositions, (T*) violates the fol-
lowing principle: 
(‘Ought’ Implies ‘Can Satisfy’) If S ought to φ, then it is possible for S to φ while still being 
obligated to φ (B&H 2007, p. 282). 
The problem with (T*), then, is not that the propositions in question cannot be believed, but ra-
ther that the obligation to believe that p just in case p is true cannot be satisfied. Thus (T*) seems 
hopeless, and so B&H reject the narrow scope reading of the truth norm. 
3. Knowledge Norms 
I want to suggest that we construe the fundamental norm of belief as a knowledge norm, rather 
than a truth norm. A specific kind of knowledge norm, I will argue, does not succumb to some of 
these well-known difficulties faced by truth norms.4 
As Littlejohn (2013, p. 294) notes, many of the difficulties Bykvist and Hattiangadi raise 
against truth norms don’t seem to arise for the ‘knowledge first’ approach. This is correct, but 
some of these difficulties do arise for knowledge norms, and knowledge norms face some diffi-
culties of their own.5 
To begin with, suppose we have the following knowledge norm: 
 
4 Different knowledge norms are defended by, e.g., Williamson (2000), Smithies (2012a), Gibbons (2013), Engel 
(2013), and Littlejohn (2013). 
5 See, e.g., Hughes (2017) and Fassio (2018). 




(K) ∀S, p: S ought to believe that p if and only if S knows that p. 
Like (T), (K) is ambiguous, since its ought operator can take either a narrow scope or a wide 
scope over the biconditional. I will again only be concerned with the narrow scope reading: 
(KN) ∀S, p: S ought to (believe that p) if and only if S knows that p.6 
(KN) is the conjunction of two conditionals: 
(KN*) ∀S, p: If S knows that p, then S ought to (believe that p). 
(KN**) ∀S, p: If S ought to (believe that p), then S knows that p.7 
(KN*) does not, unlike its alethic counterpart (TN*), violate (‘Ought’ Implies ‘Can’). For we can-
not know infinitely many truths, nor can we know ungraspably complex ones (they are, after all, 
ungraspable). But (KN*) does seem too strong: it is not possible to violate the norm, since 
knowledge entails belief. Arguably, any plausible norm implies the possibility of violation: nor-
mative force goes hand-in-hand with normative freedom (Railton 2000). We might capture this 
thought with the following principle: 
(‘Ought’ Implies ‘Can Not’) If S ought to φ, then it is possible for S to fail to φ. 
Thus (KN*) looks implausible. What of (KN**)? A similar problem arises for (KN**) as for 
(TN**). For if S knows that p, it doesn’t follow from (KN**) that S ought to believe that p. More-
over, if S doesn’t know that p, it doesn’t follow from (KN**) that S ought not to believe that p; it 
 
6 One might wonder why we are focusing on narrow scope knowledge norms, given that some prominent defenders 
of these norms construe them with a wide scope ought (e.g. Williamson 2000). The reason is that it is difficult to see 
how a wide scope knowledge norm will avoid the difficulties Bykvist and Hattiangadi raise against wide scope truth 
norms. Their objection, in essence, is that when a truth norm’s ought operator takes wide scope, we can’t detach from 
the norm a subject’s obligation to believe that p, even when p is true (cf. Broome 2000). But wide scope (K) would 
also seem to have detachment troubles: even when S knows that p, we couldn’t detach from the norm S’s obligation 
to believe that p. 
7 Alternatively: ‘S ought to (believe that p) only if S knows that p’. 




follows only that it is not the case that S ought to believe that p. Since this is compatible with it 
being permissible for S to believe that p, the norm is too weak. 
A natural next step for the normativist might be to modify (K) with the proviso that subjects 
must have considered the relevant propositions: 
(K*) ∀S, p: If S considers whether p, then S ought to (believe that p) if and only if S knows 
that p. 
Unlike (T*), (K*) will not prescribe believing blindspot propositions, and so will not violate 
(‘Ought’ Implies ‘Can Satisfy’). It will not prescribe believing blindspots because we cannot 
have knowledge of them: if you believe some blindspot p, then p is false, and so you don’t know 
that p (knowledge entails truth). Moreover, if p is true, then you don’t believe that p, which 
means you don’t know that p (knowledge entails belief). (K*), therefore, will never prescribe be-
lieving blindspots because its consequent will never be satisfied in the case of blindspot proposi-
tions: if you consider some blindspot proposition p, then it is not the case that you know that p, 
so you will lack an obligation to believe that p. 
But this is precisely the difficulty with (K*): when you do not know that p, all that follows 
from (K*) is that you lack an obligation to believe that p. It does not follow that you have an ob-
ligation not to believe that p. Thus by modifying the knowledge norm with the proviso that sub-
jects consider the propositions in question, we simply push the problem raised for (KN**) back a 
step. 
Is there a way out for the normativist? Hattiangadi (2010, p. 431) considers and rejects the 
following narrow scope knowledge norm of belief: 




(K**) ∀S, p: If S considers whether p, then S ought to (believe that p) if she is in a position to 
know that p; and S ought not to (believe that p) if she is not in a position to know that p. 
We are to understand ‘being in a position to know’, Hattiangadi suggests, in terms of the follow-
ing counterfactual: 
(PK) If S were to believe that p, then she would know that p.8 
Hattiangadi suggests that S is in a position to know that p at some possible world W iff (PK) is 
true at W. And (PK) is true at W iff S knows that p in all worlds W* close to W in which S be-
lieves that p. Thus Hattiangadi raises the following objection against (K**): 
The semantics of this counterfactual can be given in terms of possible worlds. We do not want to say that 
you are in a position to know that p just in case all possible worlds at which you believe that p are worlds at 
which you know that p. For, this condition would rarely be met, and you would rarely be in a position to 
know that p. Instead, it makes more sense to say that you are in a position to know that p just in case all of 
the closest worlds at which you believe that p are worlds at which you know that p. This means that even if 
you are in a position to know that p, it is still possible that you will believe that p, and yet fail to come to 
know that p. In such a situation, [K**] implies that you ought to believe that p. However, if when you be-
lieve that p you realize a world at which you do not know that p, then you will be in a state that is not epis-
temically ideal, although you will have formed your doxastic attitudes in accordance with [K**] (Hattiangadi 
2010, p. 431). 
But it seems to me that this objection to (K**) is unsuccessful. For (K**) prescribes believing 
that p on the condition that (PK) is true, and prescribes disbelieving p (i.e., believing that ~p) on 
 
8 In what sense does a norm formulated with the help of the notion of being in a position to know count as a 
knowledge norm? Given (PK), what (K**) prescribes, in essence, is acquiring knowledge that p. For (K**) tells the 
subject to form the belief that is conducive to her knowing that p. So (K**) counts as a knowledge norm insofar as it 
prescribes forming this belief. There is certainly more to be said here, however. Perhaps we need a deeper discussion 
of what it is for a subject to be in a position to know. But for our present purposes, I will set aside the question of 
whether (PK) is the correct interpretation. For discussion, see, e.g., Williamson (2000, p. 95), Rosenkranz (2007, pp. 
68-75), and Smithies (2012b, pp. 732-3). 




the condition that (PK) is false. But (PK) is false at any world W when S, at W, forms the belief 
that p without coming to know that p. Hattiangadi claims that S can be in a position to know that 
p even if it is possible for S to believe that p and yet fail to come to know that p. If this were true, 
(K**) would imply in such a situation that S ought to believe that p, even though she is in a state 
that is not epistemically ideal. But this situation is impossible: if S is in a position to know that p 
at W iff (PK) is true at W, then it is impossible for S to believe that p and yet fail to come to 
know that p at W. Hattiangadi’s claim that (PK) can be true even when S believes that p but fails 
to come to know that p gets things wrong: (PK) is false in any world where this happens, includ-
ing the actual world. After all, forming a belief does not amount to switching worlds.9 So contra 
Hattiangadi, S’s forming a belief that p without coming to know that p violates (K**) on the sug-
gested interpretation of ‘being in a position to know’. And if this is right, then Hattiangadi’s ob-
jection to (K**) is unsuccessful. 
Now, does (K**) succumb to the same difficulties as its alethic counterparts? First, (K**) 
won’t prescribe believing blindspot propositions, and so won’t violate (‘Ought’ Implies ‘Can 
Satisfy’). For (PK) is false with respect to any blindspot proposition p: if S were to believe that p, 
then p would be false, which means she wouldn’t know that p. Thus we are never in a position to 
know blindspot propositions, so (K**) won’t prescribe believing them. 
Second, (K**) doesn’t seem to violate (‘Ought’ Implies ‘Can’), at least on the face of it. The 
reason is that we are not in a position to know ungraspably complex truths, precisely because 
they are ungraspable. Nevertheless, we are left with unanswered questions. For suppose that S is 
 
9 Thanks to an anonymous referee for pointing this out, and for prompting further clarification in this section. 




in a position to know that p (having considered this proposition), and that p entails some un-
graspably complex proposition q. Since q is a logical consequence of p, ‘S is in a position to 
know that p’ would seem to entail that ‘S is in a position to know that q’. But since q is ungraspa-
bly complex, S is intuitively not in a position to know that q. (K**) would then imply that S 
ought to believe that p but disbelieve q. And since she can’t even grasp q, it seems implausible to 
say that S ought to disbelieve it. 
Although I cannot provide a proper discussion here, I suspect the answer to this sort of worry 
turns on whether the normativist accepts something like an epistemic closure principle for ‘being 
in a position to know’. I want to suggest that the normativist need not accept that ‘S is in a posi-
tion to know that p’ entails ‘S is in a position to know that q’ if she denies that the notion of be-
ing in a position to know is closed under logical consequence. 
There is in fact good reason to deny this. Let K express ‘S is in a position to know that’, and 
assume that S knows modus ponens and how to apply it. The relevant closure principle might 
read as follows: 
(CL) Kφ, K (φ → ψ) ⊢ Kψ 
As Heylen (2016) points out, (CL) fails. To see this, consider the K-axiom for K, from which 
(CL) can be derived: 
(KK) K (φ → ψ) → (Kφ → Kψ) 
(KK), too, fails (Rosenkranz 2016). Assume that K (φ → (ψ → (φ & ψ))). (KK) then gives us Kφ 
→ K (ψ → (φ & ψ)). From this and (KK), we get Kφ → (Kψ → K (φ & ψ)). So we can derive: 
(1) Kφ & Kψ → K (φ & ψ) 




According to (1), K agglomerates over conjunction. Now let κ express ‘S knows that’, and note 
that κφ implies ‘Someone sometimes knows that φ’. κ validates the following: 
(2) κφ → φ 
(3) κ (φ & ψ) → κφ 
Now suppose that ψ is the proposition ‘No one ever knows that φ’. It follows that ~◊κ (φ & ψ) 
(cf. Fitch 1963). It is plausible that if Kφ holds, then ◊κφ also holds. Thus we get ~K (φ & ψ), 
and (1) then implies ~(Kφ & Kψ). Rosenkranz writes: 
And yet, where ψ is ‘No one ever knows φ’, there are φ for which this conclusion would seem clearly unac-
ceptable. Thus let φ be a fleeting truth of little interest, for example, ‘There are at present exactly seven blos-
soms on the bougainvillea’, in a context where the plant is in full view, a storm is about to hit, one is the only 
one around, the latter facts are known, and one also knows by introspection – and a fortiori is in a position to 
know – that one is far too unconcerned ever to find out about the matter. In such a case, both Kφ and Kψ 
should hold, contrary to what (1) predicts – at least there would seem to be nothing inherent in the notion of 
being in a position to know that would preclude this. Therefore, (1) fails, and hence so does KK (Rosenkranz 
2016, p. 68). 
If the foregoing is correct, then the normativist can reject (CL): she can deny that we are in a po-
sition to know the logical consequences of what we are in a position to know. However, there are 
costs involved in rejecting (CL). For what kind of semantics and logic for ‘being in a position to 
know’ would result if ‘S is in a position to know that p’ doesn’t entail that ‘S is in a position to 
know that q’? 
According to Rosenkranz (2016, p. 69; 2018, pp. 316-19), the failure of (KK) implies that the 
logic for K cannot be a normal modal logic. For standard epistemic logics are normal modal 
logics that include (KK). They also include: 




(RNK) If ⊢ φ, then ⊢ Kφ 
(RMK) If ⊢ φ → ψ, then ⊢ Kφ → Kψ 
In standard epistemic logics, (RMK) is a derived rule. But given that (KK) fails, the logic for K 
must be non-normal. If we had both (KK) and (RNK), we could derive (1). But we have seen that 
(1) fails. The logic for ‘being in a position to know’ cannot then be a normal modal logic. This 
suggests that we cannot give a standard Kripkean semantics for K: according to Rosenkranz 
(2018, p. 318), something like a neighbourhood semantics might be more appropriate. Perhaps 
this is right, but I cannot flesh out such a semantics here. 
So, there are costs involved in rejecting (CL). The normativist who accepts (K**) must be 
willing to accept a non-normal modal logic – along with a corresponding semantics – for ‘being 
in a position to know’. What exactly this amounts to is a difficult and substantive question, and I 
cannot attempt to answer it here. But it at least seems that if the foregoing is correct, a norm like 
(K**) – one formulated with the help of the notion of being in a position to know – is an option 
the normativist should explore further: it might avoid the well-known formulation problems with 
its alethic counterparts. 
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